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AS CONSUMER EXPECTATIONS FOR INTERACTIONS WITH PUBLIC-FACING WEBSITES CONTINUE TO GROW, so do the expectations
that users have for experiences with intranet sites. Companies today
need to provide an intranet experience that is fast, intuitive, personalized
and strategically organized to meet the unique needs of its users, and
the experience must be readily available to provide instant gratification.
One major problem facing companies today is that so many are
spending resources on external, consumer facing experiences, but
they aren’t paying mind to internal systems. Intranets, also known as
digital workspaces, are often criticized for their lack of organization and
usability. The vast majority of intranet portals are using legacy or archaic
systems that often lag behind in both functionality and usability.

A well-designed intranet can yield many benefits, such as:

•
Stronger employee communication
•
Enhanced employee workflow for HR activities
•
Optimized productivity in the workplace via the marriage of
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, “time and attendance” with “analytics” modules
•
Greater employee satisfaction
This paper will present five best practices taken from public-facing
web design industry trends and illustrate how these best practices can
be applied to improve intranet design. While there are undoubtedly
some key differences between internet and intranet web design, there
are also key commonalities between the two as it relates to the tactics
and strategies being employed during the user-centered design process.

INTRANET UX DESIGN BEST PRACTICE #1
UTILIZE RESPONSIVE LAYOUTS TO ENSURE SEAMLESS TRANSITION
BETWEEN DESKTOP, TABLET, AND MOBILE EXPERIENCES.
USERS ARE ACCESSING THE WEB FROM NUMEROUS LOCATIONS AND FROM MANY DIFFERENT DEVICES, making responsive design more of a requirement than an option to consider.
A user may access his or her intranet site at the office on a large
desktop monitor, then leave for home and pull the site back up
later from their tablet or smartphone.

Utilizing responsive design will ensure consistency
across the different devices users are accessing
your intranet site from. Here is an example from
ESPN of a website that properly utilizes a responsive design.
The percentage of users accessing the web from
mobile devices has grown exponentially in the last
decade or so and it will surely continue to do so.
With that said, utilizing responsive design isn’t just
a great way of addressing increased mobile use. It is
also a great solution for addressing the needs associated with different screen resolutions of desktop
and laptop computers that users are accessing the
web from.
In January of 2006, it’s estimated that 57% of
individuals were using a computer with a screen resolution of 1024x768. Currently in January of 2016,
that number is a mere 3%. More than 80% of users
are operating on a computer with a screen resolution that is 1366x768 or higher.
As screen resolutions and monitor sizes increase,
users are continuing to find new ways to make use
of all that screen real estate. This is where having a
responsive design is incredibly valuable. A responsive design has a significant positive impact on
multi-tasking and utilizing different window sizes in
order to boost productivity and compartmentalize
information, systems, and tasks.
You can see with the standard desktop layout,
there are a great deal visible functions available to
the user. However, you will see that as responsive
design shifts to tablet layout and eventually mobile
design, these visible functions begin to decrease, as
does the scaling of the design itself.
A noticeable difference between the tablet and
desktop design is you can see that the introduction
of the burger menu icon in the upper left.

Within this menu the user can find the sports
options that were originally available in the black
header menu on the desktop layout. This truncated
design affords the user the ability to access the
same set of features and content, but from a more
minimalistic design, a design that is being accessed
from a significantly smaller device.
You will also notice that the video content
presented along the right side of the screen in the
desktop design is no longer visible in the tablet
layout, as this content is also now housed within the
burger menu.
As for the mobile design, the layout becomes
even more truncated. You can see that not the
header portion of the design features ‘Favorites’,
‘News’, and ‘Now’ options, along with a burger menu
that allows users to begin their navigation from one
of these few areas. Should the user want to check on
the score(s) to an event, they can access the ‘Scores’
link in the upper right and navigate to that section of
the site, whereas on the desktop version of the site
the scores were immediately visible without the user
having to leave the homepage.
As for the intranet space specifically, a responsive
design can have a major impact on not only the
user experience of the site, but it can have indirect
impact on things such as employee satisfaction.
The reason why a responsive design is crucial in the
intranet space is because so many users are accessing the site from work-issued laptops and desktop
computers, but outside of work they are accessing
the site from all sorts of different devices, yet they
expect the user experience to be the same regardless of which device they’re on.

Desktop (1920 x 1080)

Tablet (768 x 1064)

Mobile (375 x 627)

INTRANET UX DESIGN BEST PRACTICE #2
USE A FACETED SEARCH OPTION THAT HAS FILTERING CAPABILITIES
AND CAN QUERY DIFFERENT KNOWLEDGE REPOSITORIES.
Let’s face it, users these days expect all of their search options
to work just like Google. Your search needs to:
- Be simple
- Provide instant gratification
- Place the burden on the system, not the user
- Provide good feedback and guidance (i.e. predictive type,
correction suggestions, etc.)
- Ultimately provide accurate search results
A great search feature needs to be fast, friendly, and relevant.
On a lot of websites, both internet and intranet, conducting a
search is far too daunting of a task. Using a faceted search is a
great way to enhance your search feature and help your users
find what they’re looking for quickly and efficiently.
A faceted search is a significantly better option than a
standard hierarchical search. With a hierarchical search,
the location of things on the site is based upon a tree-like
structure and each parameter is dependent upon the next,
making it difficult to locate specific items or information.
With a hierarchical structure, there is often only one way or
path through which something can be found. However, that’s
not the case with a faceted design. With a faceted navigation
system and a faceted search feature, the location of something
is determined by its set of values, thus creating multiple points
of access.
A useful search feature has a search engine powerful enough
to find relevant results on the back-end based upon the
specific keywords users enter into the search box. What many
companies do is they add an extra layer of work up front, such
as requiring that users select from a list of radio buttons or
check boxes in order to predefine their search. Instead, what
companies should do is provide a search feature that finds
relevant results across areas, attributes, or categories without
making the user do the work up front.

FACETED SEARCH
A method for accessing information organized according to
a faceted classification system, allowing users to explore
a collection of information by applying multiple filters. A
faceted classification system classifies each information
element along multiple explicit dimensions, called facets,
enabling the classifications to be accessed and ordered
in multiple ways rather than in a single, pre-determined,
taxonomic order.

HERE ARE A COUPLE BEST-IN-CLASS EXAMPLES OF FACETED SEARCH FEATURES:

Kayak combines traditional facet selection options
in the form of categorical values (which can be
filtered using hyperlinks or check boxes) with
quantitative values that are filtered, in this case
using sliders (i.e. the flight times). Also, Kayak uses
an instant update feature, meaning the search
results automatically update after the user modifies
the search parameters (i.e. selecting or deselecting
a check box) without the user having to click on
the search button multiple times throughout their
search.

The Amazon mobile app utilizes a relatively newer
design to accompany its faceted search. The facet
controls are displayed as a “tray” that slides out
on top of the search results. This design allows for
continuous visibility of results as the user modifies
search parameters.
This design can be especially beneficial in the
intranet arena as it will give users the ability to
initiate their search and then have the ability to drill
down and increase the specificity of their search by
selecting/deselecting key search criteria as it relates
to what it is they are searching for. This ultimately
will improve speed and efficiency, as well as reduce
the time it may take to train employees on how to
use their intranet’s search feature.

INTRANET UX DESIGN BEST PRACTICE #3
EMPLOY A MINIMALISTIC DESIGN APPROACH WITH A MATERIAL (OR
“FLAT”) DESIGN THAT IS CONTENT-FOCUSED.
MATERIAL (OR “FLAT”) DESIGN is a design concept with
a central goal of provided users with a universal, consistent
look and feel through the use of cohesive and standardized
elements. Users of intranets can benefit from a material design
approach almost immediately, as it universality aids in the
initial learnability of the intranet and its various elements and
functions.

MATERIAL DESIGN
UI Background

This helps to reduce the time it takes for employees
to have to be trained on how to use the site, saving
companies time, money, and other valuable resources.

In 2014, Google introduced Material Design, which is a
new kind of ‘Flat’ design. In the preceding months, only
Microsoft and Apple were promoting the flat design
concept, but finally with the release of material design,
Google has made it clear – flat design is in. If you have
ever used any of Google’s apps, or Android 5.0 itself,
you should be familiar with the look and feel of Material
Design.
Typical of the flat design, Material design style is also
content-focused, adaptable, and streamlined while
bringing motion, visual, and interaction design together.
The popularity of this minimalistic design approach will
continue to grow in popularity, as it makes a website
look cleaner and load faster by eliminating unnecessary
elements.
Material Design is a design language developed by
Google. Expanding upon the “card” motifs that debuted in
Google Now, Material Design makes more liberal use of
grid-based layouts, responsive animations and transitions,
padding, and depth effects such as lighting and shadows.
Material design is not only a way to make your site/
app easier to use, but it may even attract more users to
want to use it. Surfaces and edges of the material provide
visual cues that are “grounded” or flat.

Lastly, it’s critical that you make sure the design of
your website is content-focused. Simply put, a material
design helps users focus their attention on the actual
site content. A typical design strategy for many
companies is one where a site’s design is planned
and mapped out first, then the site content is inserted
afterwards. With content-focused design, it’s done the
other way around. A content-focused design strategy
is where the content is planned first and subsequently
the design works around the medium, format, length,
and overall purpose of the content. This strategy
ensures the site content itself, as well as the way it’s
packaged and laid out for the user, is targeting exactly
what they want and need.

INTRANET UX DESIGN BEST PRACTICE #4
CONSIDER PROVIDING A NATIVE APPLICATION IN ADDITION TO A
MOBILE-OPTIMIZED WEBSITE.
WITH THE EXPLOSIVE GROWTH IN THE SALES AND
USAGE OF MOBILE AND TABLET DEVICES IN RECENT
YEARS, companies will continue to see a huge demand for
native applications. Researchers say users find themselves
more comfortable with native apps rather than accessing
mobile optimized sites via mobile browser.

TriNet Desktop

TriNet Mobile App

Features like push
notifications, reminders, and
offline functionality often
make an app more successful
than a mobile-friendly/
responsive site.
From a general user
experience point-of-view,
native apps are far better
than mobile-optimized sites.
Suffice to say that since a
mobile-optimized site is just
the variant of its desktop
counterpart, it tends to
contain more or less the same
content.
Still, it risks cluttering the already small interface.
Conversely, a native app provides a smoother
experience to users using app-specific controls.
In short, if a business has both a native app and
responsive design, it should be covered from each
end.
When it comes to the intranet space, having
a native application as part of your arsenal is a
must. Most of your users (your employees) are
accessing your intranet with a set of tasks that is
much narrower than that of an internet website.
For the most part, users that visit an intranet site
have a specific task in mind that they need to
complete, such as obtaining a document, looking
up a colleague in the employee database to get
contact information, or submitting a vacation
request.

This makes having a mobile app a major benefit
because it allows users to accomplish things
quickly and efficiently on-the-go, without having
to worry about waiting until they get home to a
computer or get back to their desk at work. This
benefits all parties involved, as it streamlines
important processes and it can aid in empowering
employees to complete such processes in a
timely manner.
Consistent with the benefits of responsive
design, providing a native application in tandem
with your full intranet site simply gives users
more options to choose from. Here is a great
best-in-class example of a site and its companion
application.
Intranet sites provide a great deal of content
and assets to their users, whether it’s an
important document or extensive information
regarding health benefits. A great deal of this
content can be lengthy and difficult to digest on
any website, even on a mobile-optimized one.
Also, not to mention the fact that many intranet
site visitors are accessing this information onthe-go, outside of the workplace. This is why
having a native mobile app to go along with a
standard website and a mobile-optimized site is
crucial, as it gives the user much more flexibility
in terms of where and when they want and are
able to access the information they need.
Providing users with a native mobile app that
gives them the ability to access key information
is a great way to give users the flexibility they
need to be more efficient and resourceful when it
comes to accessing information and completing
routine tasks seamlessly and in a timely manner.

INTRANET UX DESIGN BEST PRACTICE #5
TRACK USER ACTIVITY AND UTILIZE DATA IN ORDER
TO PROVIDE A PERSONALIZED USER
EXPERIENCE.
DUE TO THE EVER-GROWING NEED to obtain finer data,
tracking users’ activity is at an all-time high. To achieve this,
cookies are being used on a much larger scale than ever before.

By using cookies, companies can gain large-scale quantitative data about their users such as their browsing
habits, where they are located, and what pages/content
they are accessing most often. This presents an opportunity to personalize the user’s experience by providing
relevant content. Pioneered by Amazon quite a number
of years ago, this trend has gained mainstream implementation and will continue to surely grow.
When used correctly, cookies give a lot of flexibility to
you as a designer. Personalized user experiences delight
users and can be a major driving force for higher conversions. Another great example of personalized UX in
practice is YouTube, which takes advantage of cookies
to remember videos you have previously watched to be
able to generate relevant video recommendations.
It’s important to keep in mind that using cookies can
be a slippery slope when it comes to user perception.
Users may be aware of the benefits of cookies, but that
feeling of familiarity is occasionally outweighed by the
feeling of anxiousness and uneasiness people have
when they know their activity is being tracked. With
that said, it’s crucial to be transparent, communicate
clearly, and provide the most relevant content possible
for your users.

Here’s a great example of
how Amazon tracks user
activity in order to generate relevant content

Amazon prominently places the ‘Recommendations
for You’ section below the homepage banner, and this
section is a grouping of products that was generated
based upon recent search and browse activity conducted
on the website.

This benefits the user because over time as activity is
tracked, it allows the user to more quickly access content
relevant to them without having to conduct repeat
searches on the website. Items that users view habitually
may appear in the ‘Recommendations for You’ section,
making them easier to access, which helps facilitate a
more seamless and efficient purchasing experience.
The use of cookies to track users’ activity in the
intranet space is just as important as it is for public-facing websites. One key reason why using cookies can
be incredibly beneficial in the intranet space is because
intranets are typically used in a very task-oriented fashion. Users often visit their employer’s intranet site with a
specific task in mind (i.e. find out what a health insurance
deductible amount is, submit a vacation request, download your W-2, etc.)
This makes the use of cookies on intranet sites extremely
useful because a narrower spectrum of tasks makes data
easier to digest and turn into actionable decision-making.
Being able to track what tasks users are performing and
what pages users are visiting most often will give you a
stronger sense of how to structure content so that it is
more personalized to deliver a richer and more customized experience.

Amidst some of the differences between internet and
intranet sites, there are still some key over-arching
commonalities in which the same user interface design
tactics and best practices can be applied.
With UX design techniques constantly evolving, there is a
rather infinite set of possibilities for what you can do with
your intranet design. However, it’s crucial you remember that
user experience must still remain your first priority.
Remember that user experience is about your humans (your
users), not about technology. Continue to collect data and
learn about the wants and needs of your users, this will
give you the ability to know which UX design techniques to
implement.

The

5 Best Practices Recap

Responsive Web Design
Utilize responsive layouts to ensure seamless transition between
desktop, tablet, and mobile experiences.
Faceted Search
Use a faceted search option that has filtering capabilities and can
query different knowledge repositories.
Material Design
Employ a minimalistic design approach with a material (or “flat”)
design that is content-focused.
Native App
Consider providing a native application in addition to a mobileoptimized website.
Track User Activity
Track user activity and utilize data in order to provide a
personalized user experience.

Optimize the Experience.
Inform Design.
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